SM-4- Mercury Stack Monitor Fact Sheet

smelter gas for sulfuric acid production and industrial waste incinerators. The tests
show satisfactory results under realistic conditions.
The SM-4 has successfully passed QUAL1 approval and been certified by German
TÜV (Rheinland) according to DIN EN 15267-1:2009, DIN EN 15267-2:2009, DIN EN
15267-3:2008 and DIN EN 14181:2004).
4. Low converter temperature or high converter temperature: which is better?
In order to get mercury in a detectable form all different species of mercury have to
be transformed into the elemental state. This happens in the converter. There are
different converter designs and operation principles known:
(a) wet chemical reduction devices where the sample gas is brought into contact
with a reducing reagent. This method was common by first generation
instruments but is rarely used now because it has several disadvantages.
(b) Dry converters. These are systems, which use either thermal conversion or
catalytic conversion of the mercury. The 100% thermally based method
requires higher temperatures in the range of 800°C – 1000°C, whereas
catalytic systems have working temperatures starting at 200°C, some
instruments reaching 700°C (in this case one would speak rather of a thermal
system than a catalytic one).
Higher converter temperatures generally show following negative effects:
deactivation of the catalyst, enforcing unwanted reactions like formation of
SO3 from SO2, boosting the recombination of elemental mercury with
halogens, oxygen or sulfur, long cooling durations for service. These negative
points can be avoided using lower operating temperatures. Only special
catalysts work at such low temperatures, the catalyst used in the SM-4 has
especially been developed to meet these criteria.
5. Can instruments applying gold-amalgamation techniques capture strong
variations of mercury levels in the sample?
Yes: they can! The SM-4 works with a continuous flow of sample which is permanently
diluted and flowing through the sampling system and the sample line to the detector.
Quick and drastic changes of the mercury concentration in the sample are transported
with the same speed to the detector as it would be the case for a direct reading
instrument. The response of the whole CEM system to a fast and strong change of Hg
concentration is mainly determined by adsorption and
desorption processes between mercury and surfaces
in contact with the sample. Here it is crucial to select
the right materials and surface temperatures of the
sample wetted parts like tubing, fittings, filters, and so
on.
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